Greetings!

Peter Hoffman is the chef who brought the farm to table dining experience to New York City back in 1990 through Savoy, his iconic restaurant in the SoHo district. Peter has been a culinary star for 30 years running very successful restaurants in our nation’s capital of finance, media and the arts. He has also been an activist and catalyst by hosting meal-centered events that focused on issues related to food, farming and the future. As you will see in our season opener, Peter is also a deeply informed, thoughtful, very articulate and an interesting human.

Upcoming Episodes

January 23rd

California Secretary of Food and Agriculture, Karen Ross, recipient of the 2018 Roots of Change-spawned California Food and Agriculture Policy Champion award, shares her views on the state of food and farm policy in California. Is California really on the cutting edge?

February 6th

Darryl and Melissa Burnette of Belle Harlem: How and why a classically-trained chef and his fashion-industry business partner and wife created a community restaurant in New
February 20th


---

A Few Fun Facts About Season 1

Our Five Most Popular Programs

1. Anya Fernald, Founder Belcampo Meat Company, Episode 1
2. Kat Taylor, Banker, Rancher and Philanthropist who might become First Lady, Episode 35
3. Naomi Starkman, Founder, Civil Eats, Episode 2
4. Dr. Howard Yana Shapiro, Chief Science Officer, Mars Inc. Episodes 10 & 11
5. Erin Fitzgerald, Executive Director, US Farmers & Ranchers Alliance, Episode 49

Nations With Highest Number of Downloads

1. United States
2. United Kingdom
3. Sweden
4. Canada
5. Hong Kong (Peoples Republic of China)

My Recommendations for Episodes Not To Miss

1. Karen Leibowitz and Anthony Myint, restauranteurs fighting climate change, Episode 47
2. Dan Imhoff, author of The Farm Bill: A Citizens Guide, riffs on what a future farm bill should be, Episode 8
3. Denisa Livingston, Diné Leader on Passing the Nation’s 1st Junk Food Tax, Episode 41
4. Paolo De Croce on the Evolution of the Slow Food Movement, Episode 28
5. Anna Lappé, author and founder Real Food Media: her journey, work and perspectives on the food movement, Episodes 28 & 29

Patrick’s Recommendations for Episodes Not To Miss

1. Eligh, A Rap Legend’s Food Journey and Relationship to Fans, Episode 33
2. Live Audience Podcast, Mecca or Wreaka: The Restaurant Crisis in San Francisco, Ep. 39
3. Leah Penniman of Soul Fire Farm on her Book Farming While Black, Episode 31
4. Tony Coturri, the Godfather of Natural Wine, Part I, Episode 25
5. Navina Khanna, HEAL Food Alliance, on building food movement power, Part II, Episode 23

Thank you for listening!

Michael Reid Dimock
Host of Flipping the Table
*Sponsored by Roots of Change and the Public Health Institute*